Introduction

Pictorial information retrieval
Research into computerized storage and retrieval of pictorial information has grown from modest beginnings in the late 1970's to a thriving field encompassing areas as diverse as digitized maps, satellite images, fingerprint collections, and libraries of engineering or architectural drawings. As more and more applications have been developed, the limitations of conventional retrieval methods have become more apparent, and the importance of automatic content analysis and retrieval of images has increasingly been recognized (Grosky and Mehrotra, 1992) . Image content retrieval can take a number of forms. A recent review (Eakins, 1992) distinguishes three main types of image retrieval system: (a) Spatial information systems such as IIDS (Chang, 1988) , where the emphasis is on the relative orientation of image elements, allowing them to answer questions such as "what cities with populations over 100 000 border Lake Michigan?"; (b) Image paradigm systems such as GRIM_DBMS (Rabitti and Stanchev, 1989) , which concentrate on identifying and naming objects of interest within images, so that questions such as "What plans do we have of dining rooms with oval tables and at least six dining chairs?" can be answered; (c) Shape retrieval systems such as SAFARI (Eakins, 1993) , which aim to match stored and query images by shape similarity, enabling it to handle questions such as "What parts do we have similar to the one illustrated in drawing no XYZ1000?".
The SAFARI system
Work on image retrieval at the University of Northumbria has focused on the third of the above areas, with the long-term aim of investigating the principles on which workable shape retrieval systems can be constructed. Our initial approach was to develop and evaluate a prototype system for one specific type of image, two-dimensional line drawings of simple machined parts. The resulting system, known as SAFARI 1 , supported a database of two-dimensional engineering drawings (input as transfer files in standard IGES 2 format), performed automatic shape analysis, and provided both example-based similarity retrieval and partial shape matching facilities.
The key design elements of the SAFARI system were:
(a) use of a multi-level information-preserving description of each shape boundary, (b) transformation of each boundary representation into canonical form, (c) extraction of invariant shape features to characterize each level of boundary description, (d) an example-based query formulation module, (e) a multi-level search facility allowing query and stored shapes to be matched at successively finer levels of detail.
The retrieval performance of the prototype has been investigated in some detail (Eakins, 1990) , with encouraging results. This suggests that SAFARI's principles of shape description and feature extraction are worth further development -even though much of its success may have come from its ability to exploit the special nature of machined parts. Current research is now focused on investigating how far these principles can be extended to a wider range of image types.
Trade mark image retrieval
The UK Patent Office has been responsible since 1876 for registering all UK trade marks. Their registry now holds over 300 000 current trade marks, around 40% of which contain some form of image data. Trade marks are an important part of a company's industrial property, and it is a crucial responsibility of the Trade Marks Registry to ensure that all new trade marks registered are sufficiently distinctive.
Since its inception, the Trade Marks Registry has classified trade mark images using an elaborate system of manually-assigned codes. These codes form the basis of their recently-developed TRIMS image retrieval system, which allows users to specify Boolean combinations of category codes and display all images meeting the search criteria.
Many trade mark images are intended to depict animate or inanimate objects, such as dogs, ships, or stars. However, a sizeable fraction (now numbering over 7000) are made up of abstract geometric designs with no representational meaning. Manual classification of these images has never proved totally successful, and Registry staff can be faced with scanning through several thousand images to establish the novelty of a trade mark based on an abstract design.
One of the claimed strengths of the SAFARI approach is its ability to represent shape for storage and retrieval purposes. The Trade Marks Registry provides an ideal opportunity to apply this approach. The image collection is sizeable, varied and complex. Registry staff can provide real rather than concocted queries, and realistically assess retrieval performance. And there is a real problem of commercial significance to be solved.
The only closely-related work described in the literature is the TRADEMARK system described by Kato (1992) . This uses a much simpler approach than SAFARI, mapping normalized trademark images to an 8 x 8 pixel grid, and calculating a GF-vector for each image from various pixel frequency distributions. Query and stored images can then be matched by comparing GF-vectors. The system as reported seems to be limited to similarity matching of complete images; it is difficult to draw any firm conclusions about its retrieval performance from the evaluation details presented.
Extension of SAFARI's design principles
The overall aim of the present project is thus the development and evaluation of an image retrieval system capable of handling a specific subset of the Trade Marks Registry's collectionimages based on abstract geometric designs. As indicated above, these classes of shape cause human indexers the largest number of problems at present, and are most suitable for the SAFARI approach to handle.
At present, work is focused on extending the image description principles developed for the SAFARI system to accommodate the variety of images in the Trade Marks Registry. Some of these extensions are described below.
Use of multi-level shape descriptions
This concept is felt to be a crucial element of any new description language. Although SAFARI's original use of multi-level boundary descriptions derives from the special nature of machined parts, the principle of matching shapes at progressively finer levels of detail seems generally applicable. Grosky and Jiang (1992) also advocate the use of hierarchical shape descriptions in this way. However, the need to handle a wider range of shapes necessitates a fundamental reinterpretation of the concept. The original SAFARI system handled shapes such as those shown in Fig 1, most of which possessed machined features exhibiting a natural hierarchy, and all of which could be described by the following simple shape description language:
<drawing> ::= <boundary> | <boundary> <drawing> <boundary> ::= <line segment> | <line segment> <boundary> <line segment> ::= <length> <arc angle> <discontinuity angle> Some representative trade mark images are illustrated in Fig 2. Of the examples shown here, only (c) directly follows the SAFARI pattern of a single outer boundary clearly defining its shape. Even here, one can see significant differences. There is less scope for generating higherlevel boundary outlines, though possibilities clearly exist, for example in Figs 2(a) and 2(e). In virtually every case, the pattern of inner boundary segments is too complex for the existing shape description language to handle. A provisional formalization of the extended shape description language necessary to describe these trade mark images is as follows:
<image> ::= <object> | <object> <image> <object> ::= <enclosed region> | <enclosed region> <object> <enclosed region> ::= <boundary> <interior attributes> <boundary> ::= <line segment> | <line segment> <boundary> <interior attributes> ::= <density> <texture> <area> <line segment> ::= <line attributes> {<position> <link>} <line attributes> ::= <length> <thickness> <arc angle> <link> ::= <line segment> <angle> <line segment> {<angle> <line segment>}
An image object is defined as an area bounded by one or more line segments, neither contiguous with nor enclosed by any other object. An enclosed region is an area within an object distinguished from other areas by its density or texture (see Fig 2(a) -note that all trade mark images are monochrome), or by one or more line segments (see Fig 2(c) ). As with the original version of SAFARI, each object boundary could be described at more than one level. Fig 2(a) , for example, would be considered at the highest level to consist of two overlapping regions.
Issues that remain to be resolved include:
-whether implied depth cues such as those in Fig 2( -what mathematical representation to choose for curves such as those in Fig 2(d) ;
-the extent to which implied shapes, such as the incomplete squares in Fig 2(e) , can be reliably inferred.
It is still far from certain that a single shape description language will suffice for all images in this collection . Fig 2(f) , for example, contains two lines which cannot easily be held to enclose any region.
One question has to be asked. Given that the images in the Trade Marks Registry are stored in raster format, and given that Kato (1992) has constructed a trademark image retrieval system using simple features extracted directly from bitmaps, is it worthwhile to build up a detailed vector representation of each shape? We believe that it is. To provide reliable retrieval performance with large and varied image collections, together with sufficient flexibility in query formulation, requires detailed image understanding. Our evaluation experiments will show whether this belief is justified.
Transformation of boundary representations into canonical form
The original SAFARI system reduced all shape descriptions to a standard canonical form, by a process involving three main stages (Eakins, 1993) . Firstly, all line segment representations were cast into a form invariant to translation, rotation, and scaling. Secondly, an invariant start point was selected for traversal of each boundary. Thirdly, all inner boundaries were sorted into a standard order. The rationale behind this process was that if all shape elements were expressed in a standard form, and sorted into a standard order, similarity matching would become a simple linear process, ensuring efficient retrieval.
Although this aim was achieved, evaluation experiments showed that detailed segment-bysegment matching of this kind was not in fact necessary to achieve good retrieval performance. Matching on extracted shape features alone (see below) yielded satisfactory results in the majority of cases. The advantages of casting all images into complete canonical form thus remain unproven.
The additional complexity of trade mark images would render the process of generating complete canonical representations extremely unattractive. Unless feature matching proves inadequate for the task, therefore, no attempt will be made to cast image representations into full canonical form. However, there are clear advantages in rendering both image and feature representations invariant to translation, rotation and scaling. To do this, all line segment lengths, line directions and relative positions of image features will be related to a standard length (the perimeter of the object's outer boundary, or square root of the object's area), and direction (the object's major axis).
Extraction of invariant features to characterize each level of shape description
One of the major strengths of the original SAFARI system was the use in shape matching of features extracted from each distinct level of boundary description. This principle will be adopted and extended in the new system. The original SAFARI system supported three types of feature:
(a) Global object features, derived from the entire set of segments making up a given boundary level, such as length/width and perimeter 2 /area ratios; The range of global and pattern features available should be similar to that used in the SAFARI prototype. Local features such as discontinuity angle triplets (Fig 3(a) ) can be extended to cater for a wider range of boundary segment junctions (Fig 3(b) ). In addition, it should be possible to specify:
(d) Internal features such as the density and texture of each enclosed region;
(e) Relational features such as the relative positions and orientations of objects within an image, and regions within an object. These are effectively generalizations of the pattern features referred to above.
A detailed comparison of the relative efficacy of alternative feature sets was deliberately avoided in the SAFARI prototype, on the grounds that both the test collection and the queries put to it were artificial. It would thus have been difficult to draw valid generalizations about which types of feature were of most use in any given situation. The availability of a collection of "real" images and queries will remove this limitation, hence allowing an investigation of the relative usefulness of different types of feature. Eventually this should enable the system to analyse a query in order to identify the types of feature most likely to give good retrieval performance with that query.
Example-based query formulation
The original SAFARI system included a graphical query formulation module allowing users to build up complete or incomplete query shapes on the screen, one segment at a time. This was then submitted to the same canonicalization and feature extraction process as for stored shapes before matching against the shape database.
The new system is planned to accept queries in three forms:
-scanned images of trademark applications, for exact matching,
-sketches of possible trademark images, for similarity matching,
-menu-driven interactive sessions in which users are queried about image features they require, allowing identification of all objects with given shape features in common, allowing a wider range of query types than the original prototype.
Multi-level search capability
The original SAFARI system offered users a choice of three search paradigms -global feature matching, local feature matching, and segment matching. The first two of these aimed to match query and stored shapes purely on the basis of extracted features. The third (available either on its own, or in conjunction with feature matching) identified deviations in shape between corresponding boundaries in query and stored shapes by transforming both into plots of θ, the cumulative angle traversed, against s, the cumulative distance, and summing the area between the two plots.
Feature matching proved markedly superior to segment matching in the SAFARI evaluation experiments, and it is therefore tempting to base the new system on feature matching alone. This view is probably premature -the SAFARI test collection was relatively small and heterogeneous. With a larger or more homogeneous collection, one might expect some benefit from combining exact matching with feature matching. The trade marks collection contains several thousand images. Hence the new prototype will retain SAFARI's multi-level search capacity, in order to test the hypothesis that exact matching is of value with larger collections.
However, the nature of exact matching will need to change markedly. Linear segment-bysegment boundary matching as used on the SAFARI prototype will need to be replaced by graph matching of both line segments (a computationally expensive process for images such as Fig  2(c) ) and region interiors. If images are not cast into canonical form, this matching process could be of exponential complexity. Its use would therefore need to be restricted to a small set of images retrieved by feature matching.
Further work
We are at present in the first few months of a three-year project. Hence little work has yet been done on implementing the new prototype. Tasks planned for the remainder of this period include:
(a) Implementation of a prototype retrieval system capable of accepting trade mark images in Group 4 fax format (the format currently used by the Trade Marks Registry), automatically indexing images by shape feature as described above, storing images and associated feature information in a suitable format (we expect to use an object-oriented database management system for this purpose), matching graphical queries with stored images, and displaying results on screen or as hard copy.
(b) Evaluation of the prototype system by running an agreed set of queries both against the Trade Marks Registry's existing TRIMS system and the prototype image retrieval system. It is intended to measure retrieval effectiveness in a number of ways. Experiments will include an evaluation of the absolute retrieval performance of the new system, by putting a set of queries to it, ranking all retrieved images in similarity order to each query, and asking Registry staff to compare these results with their own judgements of similarity. Normalized precision and recall figures (Salton, 1971) can then be calculated for each query.
Comparisons with TRIMS will involve the measurement of both retrieval effectiveness, and the time and cost involved in making a query.
Conclusions
The research described here is expected to have two principal outcomes. The first is the development of a workable image retrieval system for trade marks made up of abstract geometric images. This could have a significant impact on the ability of searchers to identify closely similar trademarks -and even to provide an objective measure of their similarity.
The research should also give a clear indication of the extent to which the SAFARI approach can be generalized to a wider range of images. This is relevant because image content retrieval is also likely to be a key feature in future multimedia and electronic publishing systems for home, library and business use. Evaluation of alternative methods of providing content retrieval is crucial if such systems are to build on a firm base.
